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The Clover Stool came to life via the Danish TV-series, Denmark’s 
Next Classic, where Martin Colberg and Peter Serup were amongst 

the participants. 

The design brief it answered, was to create a stool using a minimum 
of materials that was comfortable enough to use as an extra seat 

around a dining table for a two course meal and without 
compromising on the aesthetic appeal.

With that name, Clover Stool, we pay tribute to every barefooted 
child who, with eyes to the ground in a clover field, has ever sought 
luck of their own. And very much also, to the adults who still carry 

that child within them.
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“In my own view I am much more of a conductor than I am a musician, but Den-
mark’s Next Classic was where I stepped off the podium and picked up an instrument 
for a few months. 

From all the hard work that we put into those episodes, I do feel that the Clover Stool 
is the best I have to offer as a designer. I still look at it and think “did I really create 
that”. But then again, I didn’t do it alone. I did it together with Peter”

Martin Colberg - born 1971, has worked in or around the furniture industry 
since 1993. With a background in business and a heartfelt love of the Danish 
heritage in wooden furniture, Martin slowly progressed into product develop-
ment and over time also into design development. 

Peter Serup - born 1994, first trained as a joiner, finishing his apprenticeship 
with a silver medal. He later went on to study furniture design at VIA Design 
School in Herning. 

Both Martin and Peter have a deep love of wood as a material and as such it 
has naturally been a defining element of their collective works. 

The duo has a formulated ambition of revitalising the Danish design tradition 
together with a new generation of designers and craftsmen. Building on the 
traits that made Danish design a global phenomenon, rather than breaking 
with the defining values of craftsmanship, functionality and the refined sim-
plicity that has characterised it since the middle of the last century.
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Clover Stool
PRODUCT OPTIONS

Clover Stool, Oak / Oil 

CLO-S-OO-999

D 38, 5 cm / H 55 cm W 35 cm

RRP EUR 535 / DKK 3.995

Clover Stool, Oak / Smoked 

CLO-S-OSM-999

D 38, 5 cm / H 55 cm W 35 cm

RRP EUR 560 / DKK 4.195



PRODUCTION PROCESS
Clover Stool is made in Denmark in a family-owned workshop. 
Each leg is made of five strips of laminated oak with a seat also made from 
solid laminated oak. A black metal ring correspondingly shaped to the seat 
of the stool is fitted between the legs. 

VALUABLE INFORMATION
- True craftsmanship 
- Light in appearance but extremely strong in construction
- 3 legged stools never wobble on an uneven surface 
- An interesting creation story 
- Well-known in Denmark, as featured on TV
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